
SEL JOURNUP!!  OCTOBER

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  Something I don’t like to hear is…

2)  My favorite scent is…

3)  Use the letters F and W to name…

3a) something TV game shows

3b) part of a house

3c) something that can be tied in a knot

4)  The saying “elephant in the room” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence: problem and early

6)  Today is “National Taco Day!!”

6a) When was the last time you ate a taco?

6b) What places have you had tacos from?

6c) What is your favorite kind of taco?

6d) If you could create your own taco, what would be in it?

7)  Wordlicious!! joy car hay

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!! The walking path is 16 5/8 miles long.  Janazia 
walked 9 3/10 miles on her first day.  How many miles does she have left to 
walk the entire path?

9)  Drawlicious!! Draw four large pieces of candy corn chasing a 
pumpkin!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  If I could be on a game show, it would be_______ because..

2)  I would like to get rid of…

3)  Use the letters M or G to name…

3a) a TV show you don’t like

3b) something that costs less than $1

3c) a word ending in “sh”

4)  The saying “get back on the horse” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence: sun and open

6)  Today is “National Just Be Nice Day!!”

6a) When was the last time you did something nice?

6b) What was the last nice thing someone did for you?

6c) List 10÷5 nice things you can do at school.

6d) List 12÷6 nice things you can do at home.

7)  Wordlicious!! tear back rain

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!! 4² + [(2³ - 4) ÷ 2] + 7 =

9)  Drawlicious!! Draw the moon and sun playing tug-o-war with a huge 
candy bar!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  I jumped…

2)  My friend…

3)  Use the letters C or R to name…

3a) a how-to video

3b) something a driver does

3c) something associated with the fall season

4)  The saying “go out on a limb” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence: wrong and know

6)  Today is “National Fast-Food Day!!”

6a) List 25 fast food places.

6b) What is your favorite fast-food place?

6c) What do you order?

6d) What fast food place have you never been to?

6e) What food do you wish was at a fast-food place?

7)  Wordlicious!! brush pick less

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!! Twenty cars and eight party buses were 
parked outside the hotel.  Each party bus carried 45 passengers and each car 
had 4 passengers.  How many people were at the hotel party?

9)  Drawlicious!! Draw six different size footprints with speech bubbles to 
give hints on where they have been.  
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  I like to talk about…

2)  I feel better when…

3)  Use the letters L or N to name…

3a) cold drink

3b) something you carry

3c) something clear

4)  The saying “hail Mary” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence: different and across

6)  Today is “National Chess Day!!”

6a) What do you think of when you hear the word “chess”?

6b) Do you know how to play chess?  If yes, do you like it?  If no, are
you interested in learning?

6c) When was the last time you played checkers?

6d) How are chess and checkers alike?

6e)  How are chess and checkers different?

7)  Wordlicious!! fresh group fast

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!! [(56 ÷ 7)² + 6] – (25 – 15)

9)  Drawlicious!! Draw a spider web that covers your whole page with 
seven different pieces of candy caught in it!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  I don’t like to talk about…

2)  It is a possibility that…

3)  Use the letters S or O to name…

3a) someone who wears a mask

3b) a circular food

3c) something you never throw out

4)  The saying “break the ice” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence: later and wear

6)  Today is “National Dessert Day!!”

6a) What was the last thing you had for a dessert?

6b) What is your favorite dessert?

6c) What dessert do you not like?

6d) If you could have a different dessert each day of the week, what
would you have each day?

7)  Wordlicious!! square   ball print

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!! A carton of 8 one-liter bottles just costs $4.59.  
How much does it cost to buy 120 bottles?

9)  Drawlicious!! Draw three cell phones texting each other about math!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  My favorite number is____ because…

2)  My favorite outfit to wear is…(include shoes😉)

3)  Use the letters T or D to name…

3a) quality of a friend

3b) a technology word

3c) something at a cemetery

4)  The saying “two peas in a pod” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence: finish and except

6)  Today is “National Fluffernutter Day!!”

6a) What do you think is in a Fluffernutter?

6b) Have you had a Fluffernutter?

6c) What weird food combination do you like?

6d) What food combination would you like to try?

6e) What food combination should never be together?

7)  Wordlicious!! pack cube pick

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!! 5² + [(7 x 5) – 10] + 9

9)  Drawlicious!! Draw two dragons with headphones on dancing under a 
waterfall!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  The best present…

2)  My favorite brand…

3)  Use the letters E or W to name…

3a) something on a calendar

3b) something people complain about

3c) something you like

4)  The saying “up in the air” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence: give and wish

6)  Today is “National Mulligan Day!!” This comes from golf to give another 
chance.

6a) When were you given another chance?

6b) When did you give someone another chance?

6c) How many chances should someone get?

7)  Wordlicious!! lap hot house

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!! A model rocket is 98cm long.  When the first 
stage is removed, the rocket is 70cm long.  When the second stage is 
removed, the last stage is 34cm long.  What are the lengths of the first and 
second stage?

9)  Drawlicious!! Draw leaves in the shape of eyes and lips falling off a 
tree that is on a knee!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  My favorite sports team is_____ because…

2)  I care about…

3)  Use the letters A or P to name…

3a) a word that describes you

3b) something that makes people blink

3c) a word that ends in ‘y”

4)  The saying “in a nutshell” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence: news and nothing

6)  Today is “National Cupcake Day!!”

6a) When is the last time you had a cupcake?

6b) What is your favorite cupcake?

6c) What flavor of cupcake have you never tried?

6d) Create your own cupcake.  What would be the frosting and cake
flavor?  What would you name it?

7)  Wordlicious!! shot out alarm

What do these have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!! 5 + (32 – 16) ÷ 8 + 3² =

9)  Drawlicious!! Draw an elf and a seahorse on the ends of a rainbow 
under 8 different stars!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  A strength I have…

2)  If I could bring a famous person back to life…

3)  Use the letters B or F to name…

3a) something with legs

3b) something people hide

3c) something in a first aid kit

4)  The saying “move the needle” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence: often and stand

6)  Today is “National Magazine Day!!”

6a) When is the last time you look through a magazine?

6b) What magazines interest you?

6c) If you could create your own magazine, what would you name it?

6d) What articles would you oversee each month?

7)  Wordlicious!! dish hand box

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!! Wendy bought three bracelets that each cost 
$14.79.  She gets a 10% discount.  How much will she spend before tax?

9)  Drawlicious!! Draw a carton of milk and a liter of soda running around 
a track chasing a juice box!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  The best…

2)  I woke up…

3)  Use the letters M or G to name…

3a) a word that describes jewelry

3b) something a person would say to a pet

3c) something you save

4)  The saying “let sleeping dogs lie” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence: story and good

6)  Today is “National Colors Day!!”

6a) What colors make you happy?

6b) What colors make you calm?

6c) What colors make you sad?

6d) What color of clothing do you wear the most?

6e) What color of clothing do you wear the least?

7)  Wordlicious!! love empty bird

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!! 10 + 6² ÷ 4 x (2 + 7)

9)  Drawlicious!! Draw a dog singing on a field post at a football game!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  I trust____________because…

2)  If I could bring a fictional character to life….

3)  Use the letters R or L to name…

3a) something kept in a drawer

3b) something made with meat

3c) something siblings argue about

4)  The saying “a swan song” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence: miss and before

6)  Today is “National Sandwich Day!!”

6a) What was the last sandwich you ate?

6b) What is your favorite sandwich place?

6c) If you could make any sandwich, what would you make?

6d) Create a sandwich name that would represent you!!

6e) What lunch meat represents being untruthful?

7)  Wordlicious!! seat letter story

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!!  Kennedy is making muffins for her class.  The 
number of muffins she makes is based on how many classmates she has.  
Let m = muffins and c = classmates.  Which variable is independent and 
which is dependent?  Why?

9)  Drawlicious!! Draw a clown surrounded by butterflies standing on a 
ball!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  I believe in...

2) One day I will…

3)  Use the letters N or C to name

3a) something you spray

3b) something people take to the park

3c) something people pretend

4)  The saying “mend fences” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence: take and give

6)  Today is “National Name Day!!”

6a) Make an acrostic of your name to celebrate you!!

6b) What other first name can be created by using the letters in your
name?  

6c) If you could change your name, what would it be?

6d) Do you have a nickname?  If so, what is it?

7)  Wordlicious!! cold suit pencil

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!! 6 x 2³ + [3 x (4 + 2)] - √100

9)  Drawlicious!! Draw a hair pick and a hairbrush blowing bubbles at 
each other!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!  

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  I will never forget…

2)  I am afraid of…

3)  Use the letters T or O to name…

3a) something associated with firefighters

3b) something at an ice cream shop

3c) something people look forward to

4)  The saying “fly on the wall” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence: aunt and strong

6)  Today is “National Book Day!!”

6a) Do you like to read? 

6b) What is the last book you read?

6c) What is your favorite chapter book?

6d) What was your favorite book as a kid?

6e) What type of books interest you?

7)  Wordlicious!! page door yard

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!! Triangular T-Shirts buys shirts for $5.30.  They 
sell each shirt for $18.00.  How much money do they make if they sell 65 
T-Shirts?

9)  Drawlicious!! Draw a tree with eyeballs instead of leaves growing out 
of a cloud!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  I was excited when…

2)  I wish there was a law that…

3)  Use the letters H or S to name…

3a) something associated with Halloween

3b) a type of candy bar

3c) a costume

4)  The saying “face the music” means…

5)  Use these words in sentence: alone and study

6)  Today is “National Scare Me Day!!”

6a) When was the last time you jumped because someone scared 
you?

6b) What is your favorite Halloween costume?

6c) What age was your best Halloween?

6d) What would you have at your Halloween party?

6e) Have you been to a haunted house?

7)  Wordlicious!! ladder    off parent

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!! 20 + 2(3 + 5 x 2) - 4²

9)  Drawlicious!! Draw an alien, a monster, and a princess dancing on top 
of a haunted house!!
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